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ABSTRACT

We have measured production rates as a function of momentum of the identi�ed

hadrons �+, K+, K0, K�0, �, p, �0 and their antihadrons in inclusive hadronic Z0

decays, as well as separately in decays into light, c and b avors. In addition we have

compared hadron and antihadron production rates in light quark (rather than anti-

quark) jets. The SLD Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector was used to identify charged

hadrons. The vertex detector was used to tag high-purity samples of light- and b-avor

events. The electron beam polarization was used to tag samples of quark and antiquark

jets. Clear avor dependences are observed, consistent with expectations based upon

measured production and decay properties of heavy hadrons. We use the light-avor

results to test the predictions of MLLA QCD and of various fragmentation models.

Di�erences between hadron and antihadron production in light quark jets are observed

at high momentum fraction, providing direct evidence that higher-momentum particles

are more likely to contain a primary quark or antiquark, and we use these results to

make a new direct measurement of strangeness suppression in the jet fragmentation

process.
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1 Introduction

The production of �nal state hadrons from primary hard partons, e.g. the quark and

antiquark in e+e� ! Z0 ! q�q, is currently believed to proceed in three stages. The

�rst stage involves the radiation of gluons from the primary quark and antiquark, which

in turn radiate gluons or split into q�q pairs until their virtuality approaches the hadron

mass scale. Such a \parton shower" is calculable in perturbative QCD, for example in

the Modi�ed Leading Logarithm Approximation (MLLA) [1].

The second stage, in which these partons turn into \primary" hadrons, is not un-

derstood quantitatively, although several hadronization models exist. A simple model

is the ansatz of Local Parton-Hadron Duality (LPHD) [1], which hypothesizes that

distributions of kinematic quantities for a given hadron species are directly propor-

tional to the parton distributions at some appropriate parton virtuality. This allows

the prediction via MLLA QCD of the shapes of di�erential cross sections for primary

hadrons, and of, for example, the energy- and mass-dependences of the peak of the

distribution of � = � ln(xp), where xp = 2p=Ecm, p is the hadron momentum and Ecm

is the e+e� center-of-mass energy.

The third stage, in which unstable primary hadrons decay into �nal state hadrons,

complicates the interpretation of inclusive measurements. It is desirable to remove the

e�ects of these decays when comparing with the predictions of QCD+LPHD. Addi-

tional complications arise in jets initiated by heavy (c or b) quarks in which the leading

heavy hadrons carry a large fraction of the beam energy, restricting that available to

other primary particles, and then decay into a number of secondary particles. It is

thus also desirable to restrict measurements to events with light primary avors.

Measurements of the di�erential cross sections of identi�ed particles are useful for

testing the predictions of QCD+LPHD and constraining models. Several such measure-

ments have been reported in e+e� annihilation and QCD+LPHD has been successful in

describing the shape and energy dependence of the � distribution of inclusive charged

particles, as well as those of identi�ed charged and neutral hadrons [2]. At a given Ecm,

the � distribution for identi�ed pions peaks at a higher value than the distributions for

higher mass particle types; however little mass dependence is observed among these

other species, although results for mesons and baryons are consistent with the hypoth-

esis of separate mass dependences. It is probable that these peak positions, especially

for pions, are inuenced strongly by decay products of heavier particles; experimental

elucidation of this issue is desirable.

A particularly interesting aspect of jet fragmentation is the question of what hap-

pens to the primary quark or antiquark that initiated the jet. Many fragmentation

models assume that the initial quark is \contained" as a valence constituent of a par-

ticular hadron, and that this \leading" hadron has on average a higher momentum

than the other particles in the jet. This phenomenon has not been studied in detail

for high-energy light-avor jets, since it is di�cult to identify the sign and avor of

the initial q/�q on a jet-by-jet basis. The establishment and quanti�cation of leading
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particle e�ects could lead to ways to identify the primary avor of arbitrary samples

of jets, enabling a number of new measurements in e+e�, as well as in ep and p�p,

collisions.

In this paper we present an analysis of ��, K�, K0, K�0= �K�0, �, p/�p, and �0=��0

production in hadronic Z0 decays collected by the SLC Large Detector (SLD). The

analysis is based upon the approximately 150,000 hadronic events obtained in runs

of the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) between 1993 and 1995. We measure di�erential

cross sections in an inclusive sample of hadronic events of all avors, and also in

high-purity samples of light- (Z0 ! u�u; d �d; s�s) and b-avor (Z0 ! b�b) events. From

these three samples we extract corrected di�erential cross sections in light- and b-,

as well as c-avor (Z0 ! c�c) events. The unfolded di�erential cross sections for the

light-avor events are free from e�ects of heavy quark production and decay, and as

such provide a more appropriate sample for comparison with QCD predictions, which

generally assume massless quarks, although the inuence of decay products of other

unstable primary hadrons remains. We use these measurements to test the predictions

of MLLA QCD+LPHD and of various fragmentation models.

We then select samples of quark and antiquark jets from our light-avor event sam-

ple, using the large forward-backward production asymmetry in polar angle inherent

in collisions of highly polarized electrons with positrons. The di�erential cross sections

are measured separately for hadrons and antihadrons in light quark jets, and the ob-

served di�erences are interpreted in terms of leading particle e�ects. In addition to new

tests of fragmentation models, these measurements provide a new direct method [3] for

measuring strangeness suppression in the fragmentation process at high xp.

2 The SLD and Hadronic Event Selection

This analysis of data from the SLD [4] used charged tracks measured in the Central

Drift Chamber (CDC) [5] and silicon Vertex Detector (VXD) [6]. The CDC consists

of 80 layers of sense wires arranged in 10 axial or stereo superlayers in a uniform axial

magnetic �eld of 0.6 T. The VXD is composed of CCDs containing a total of 120 million

22�22 �m pixels arranged in four concentric layers of radius between 2.9 and 4.2 cm.

Including the uncertainty on the primary interaction point (IP), the CDC and VXD

give a combined impact parameter resolution in the plane transverse to the beam axis

of 11�70/(p?
p
sin �) �m, where p? is the track momentum transverse to the beam

axis in GeV/c and � is the polar angle of the tracks with respect to the beam axis.

Identi�cation of charged particles is accomplished with the barrel portion of the

SLD Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CRID) [7], which covers the polar angle range

j cos �j �0.68. Through the combined use of liquid C6F14 and gaseous C5F12 radiators,

the CRID is designed to perform e�cient charged �/K/p separation over most of the

momentum range up to 45 GeV/c. A charged particle that passes through a radiator

of refractive index n with velocity above Cherenkov threshold, � > �0 = 1=n, emits
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photons at an angle �c = cos�1(1=�n) with respect to its ight direction. Such photons

are imaged through quartz windows into time projection chambers (TPCs) containing

a photosensitive gas. The resulting photoelectrons drift to wire chambers where the

conversion point of each is measured in three dimensions using drift time, wire address

and charge division. These positions are used to reconstruct a Cherenkov angle with

respect to each extrapolated charged track. We discuss the performance of the CRID

in the following sections.

The trigger and initial selection of hadronic events is described in [8]. The analysis

presented here is based on charged tracks measured in the CDC and VXD. A set of

cuts was applied in order to select events well-contained within the detector acceptance.

Tracks were required to have (i) a closest approach to the beam axis within 5 cm, and

within 10 cm along the beam axis of the measured interaction point (IP), (ii) a polar

angle � with respect to the beam axis with j cos �j < 0.80, (iii) a momentum transverse

to this axis p? > 150 MeV/c, and (iv) a momentum p < 50 GeV/c. Events were

required to contain a minimum of seven such tracks, to have a thrust [9] axis polar

angle with respect to the beam axis �T within j cos �T j < 0.71, to contain a minimum

charged visible energy Evis > 18 GeV, where all tracks were assigned the charged pion

mass, and to have good VXD data [10] and a well-measured IP position. A sample of

about 90,000 events passed these cuts.

Samples of events enriched in light and b primary avors were selected based on

charged track impact parameters � with respect to the IP in the plane transverse to

the beam [11]. For each event we de�ne nsig as the number of tracks with impact

parameter greater than three times its estimated error, � > 3��. Events with nsig = 0

were assigned to the light avor sample and those with nsig � 3 were assigned to the

b sample. The light and b samples comprised roughly 60,000 and 14,500 events, with

purities of 86% and 90%, respectively, estimated from our Monte Carlo simulation.

Separate samples of hemispheres enriched in light-quark and light-antiquark jets

were selected from the light-tagged event sample by exploiting the large electroweak

forward-backward production asymmetry wrt the beam direction. The event thrust

axis was used to approximate the initial q�q axis and was signed such that its z-

component was positive, t̂z > 0. Events in the central region of the detector, where

the production asymmetry is small, were removed by the requirement jt̂zj > 0:2, leav-

ing 35,473 events. The quark-tagged hemisphere in events with left-(right-)handed

electron beam was de�ned to comprise the set of tracks with positive (negative) mo-

mentum projection along the signed thrust axis. The remaining tracks in each event

were de�ned to be in the antiquark-tagged hemisphere. The sign and magnitude of

the electron beam polarization were measured for every event. For the selected event

sample, the average magnitude of the polarization was 0.73. Using this value and as-

suming Standard Model couplings, the tree-level purity of the quark-tagged sample is

0.73.
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3 CRID Performance

Here we note the performance parameters of the CRID relevant to this analysis. The

liquid (gas) radiator index of refraction was measured to be 1.282 (1.00172), corre-

sponding to �/K/p thresholds of 0.17/0.62/1.17 (2.4/8.4/16.0) GeV/c. The gas index

was tracked with an online SONAR monitor and time variations of up to �0:0001 were
found and corrected. The average detected photon yield was 12.8 (9.2) per full ring for

tracks with high velocity in hadronic events. The average Cherenkov angle resolution

was 16 (4.5) mrad including the e�ects of residual misalignments and track extrapo-

lation resolution. The local or intrinsic resolution was 13 (3.8) mrad, consistent with

the design value.

Tracks were identi�ed using a likelihood technique [12]. For each of the three

charged hadron hypotheses i = �;K, p, a likelihood Li was calculated based upon the

number of detected photoelectrons and their measured angles, the expected number

of photons, the expected Cherenkov angle and a background term. The background

included the e�ects of overlapping Cherenkov radiation from other tracks in the event

as well as a constant term normalized to the number of unassociated hits in the TPC

in question. Particle separation was based upon di�erences between logarithms of

these three likelihoods, Li = lnLi. The particle identi�cation performance of the

barrel CRID depends on the track selection for a given analysis, and is discussed where

relevant in the following sections.

4 Charged Hadron Fractions

In this section we describe the production measurements of charged pions, kaons and

protons, which were identi�ed using the CRID. Information from the liquid (gas) ra-

diator only was used for tracks with p < 2:5 (p > 7:5) GeV/c; in the overlap region,

2:5 < p < 7:5 GeV/c, liquid and gas information was combined. Additional track

selection cuts were applied to remove tracks that scattered through large angles before

exiting the CRID and to ensure that the CRID performance was well-modelled by the

simulation. Tracks were required to have at least 40 CDC hits, at least one of which was

in the outermost superlayer, to extrapolate through an active region of the appropriate

radiator(s), and to have at least 80 (100)% of their expected liquid (gas) ring contained

within a sensitive region of the CRID TPCs. The latter requirement included rejection

of tracks with p > 2:5 GeV/c for which there was a saturated CRID hit (from passage

of miminum-ionizing particles) within a 5 cm radius (twice the maximum ring radius)

of the expected gas ring center. Tracks with p < 7:5 GeV/c were required to have a

saturated hit within 1 cm of the extrapolated track, and tracks with p > 2:5 GeV/c

were required to have either such a saturated hit or the presence of at least four hits

consistent with a liquid ring. These cuts accepted 47, 28 and 43% of tracks within

the barrel acceptance in the momentum ranges p < 2:5, 2:5 < p < 7:5 and p > 7:5
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GeV/c, respectively. For momenta below 2 GeV/c, only negatively charged tracks were

used to reduce the background from protons produced in interactions with the detector

material.

For tracks with p < 2:5 (p > 2:5) GeV/c, we de�ne a particle to be identi�ed as

type j, where j = �;K,p, if Lj exceeds both of the other log-likelihoods by at least

5 (3) units. E�ciencies for identifying selected particles of true type i as type j were

determined where possible from the data. A detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation

of the detector was then used to make small corrections to these measurements, and

to derive the remaining e�ciencies from those measured [13]. Tracks from selected K0
s

and � decays in the data were used as \pion" test samples, having estimated non-e=�=�

contents of 0.3 and 1.7% respectively. Figure 1 shows the probability for these tracks

to be identi�ed as (a) pions, (b) kaons and (c) protons. Also shown are results of

the same analysis of corresponding MC samples. The MC describes the momentum

dependence very well and reproduces the e�ciencies to within �0.03. Functional forms
were chosen that described the momentum dependence of both data and simulated test

samples as well as that of simulated true pions in hadronic events, and �tted to the

data. The simulation was used to correct the �tted parameters for non-pion content in

the K0
s and � samples and di�erences in tracking performance between tracks in these

samples and those in hadronic events. The resulting identi�cation e�ciency functions

are shown in the leftmost column of �g. 2.

A similar procedure using only � and p likelihoods was used to measure the �-p

separation in the liquid (gas) system for p > 2 (17) GeV/c, and the simulation was

used to derive from that the p!p identi�cation e�ciency in these momentum ranges,

shown in the bottom right of �g. 2. The remaining p!p e�ciencies, as well as the

�-K separation in the gas system below and near kaon threshold (p < 10 GeV/c),

were measured using protons from �0 decays [13]. The remaining e�ciencies in �g. 2

were derived from the measured ones using the simulation. For example, the K ! K

e�ciency is equal to the � ! � e�ciency for momenta in the ranges 1:5 < p < 2:5

and 15 < p < 25 GeV/c, since both particles are well above the relevant Cherenkov

threshold and their expected Cherenkov angles di�er from that of the proton by an

amount large compared with the angular resolution. Just below these ranges the �! �

e�ciency was scaled by a rising exponential to account for the e�ect of the reduced

photon yield near kaon threshold. Above the upper range it was scaled by a Gaussian

fallo� to account for the fact that the expected kaon ring radius is between those of

pions and protons.

The pairs of lines shown in �g. 2 represent our estimated e�ciencies plus and minus

their systematic uncertainties. For the diagonal entries, these uncertainties correspond

to errors on the �tted parameters and are completely positively correlated across each of

the three momentum regions. For the o�-diagonal terms, representing misidenti�cation

rates, a more conservative 25% relative error was assigned at all points to account for

the limited experimental constraints on the momentum dependence. These errors are

also strongly positively correlated among momenta.
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The identi�cation e�ciencies in �g. 2 peak near or above 0.9 and the pion coverage

is continuous from 0.5 GeV/c up to approximately 35 GeV/c. There is a gap in the

kaon-proton separation between 7 and 10 GeV/c due to limited resolution of the liquid

system and the fact that both particles are below Cherenkov threshold in the gas

system. The proton coverage extends to the beam momentum. Misidenti�cation rates

are typically less than 0.03, with peak values of up to 0.07.

In each momentum bin we measured the fractions of the selected tracks that were

identi�ed as �, K and p. The observed fractions were related to the true production

fractions by an e�ciency matrix, composed of the values in �g. 2 for that bin. This

matrix was inverted and used to unfold our observed identi�ed particle rates. This

analysis procedure does not require that the sum of the charged particle fractions be

unity; instead the sum was used as a consistency check and was found to be within

statistical errors of unity for all momenta. In some momentum regions we cannot

distinguish two of the three species, so the procedure was reduced to a 2�2 matrix

analysis and we present only the fraction of the identi�ed species, i.e. protons above

35 GeV/c and pions between 6 and 9.5 GeV/c.

Electrons and muons were not distinguished from pions in this analysis; this back-

ground was estimated from the simulation to be about 5% in the inclusive avor sam-

ple, predominantly from c- and b-avor events. The avor-inclusive fractions were

corrected using the simulation for the lepton backgrounds, as well as for the e�ects of

beam-related backgrounds, particles interacting in the detector material, and particles

with large ight distance, such that the conventional de�nition of a �nal-state charged

hadron is recovered, namely charged pions, kaons or protons that are either from the

primary interaction or decay products of particles with lifetime less than 3�10�10s.
The measured charged particle fractions for inclusive hadronic Z0 decays are shown

in �g. 3. The errors on the points below 15 GeV/c are dominated by the systematic un-

certainties on the identi�cation e�ciencies and are strongly positively correlated across

the entire momentum range. For p > 15 GeV/c the errors have roughly equal statis-

tical and systematic contributions, and the systematic errors are positively correlated

and increase in magnitude with momentum.

Pions are seen to dominate the charged hadron production at low momentum, and

to decline steadily in fraction as momentum increases. The kaon fraction rises steadily

to about one-third at high momentum. The proton fraction rises to a maximum of

about one-tenth at about 10 GeV/c, then declines slowly. Where the momentum cov-

erage overlaps, these measured fractions were found to be in agreement with previous

measurements at the Z0 [14, 15, 16]. Measurements based on ring imaging and those

based on ionization energy loss rates [15, 16] cover complementary momentum ranges

and can be combined to provide continuous coverage over the range 0:2 < p < 35

GeV/c. Di�erential production cross-sections were obtained by multiplying these frac-

tions by the inclusive charged hadron di�erential cross section generated by the JET-

SET 7.4 [17] simulation program, which provides a good description of inclusive charged

particle distributions at the Z0 [18].
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5 Neutral K0
and �0=��0

Production

In this section we describe the production measurements [19] of K0 and �0=��0. We

reconstructed the charged decay modes K0
s ! �+�� and �0(��0)!p(�p)��, collectively

referred to as V 0 decays. Track selection cuts were applied in order to ensure good

invariant mass resolution. We required: a minimum transverse momentum of 150

MeV/c with respect to the beam direction; at least 40 hits measured in the CDC; and

a polar angle satisfying jcos �j < 0:8.

Pairs of oppositely charged tracks satisfying these requirements were then combined

to form V 0s if their separation was less than 15 mm at their point of closest approach

in 3 dimensions. A �2 �t of the two tracks to a common vertex was performed, and

to reject combinatoric background we required: the �t probability of the two tracks to

a common vertex to be greater than 2%; this secondary vertex to be separated from

the IP by at least 1 mm, and by at least 5�l, where �l is the calculated error on the

separation length of the V 0; and secondary vertices reconstructed outside the Vertex

Detector to have fewer than two VXD hits assigned to each track.

Two invariant masses were then calculated for each pair using the momenta of

the charged tracks at the �tted vertex position. The charged pion mass was assigned

to both tracks to give m��, and the proton (pion) mass was assigned to the higher-

(lower)-momentum track to give mp�. In the plane perpendicular to the beam, the

angle between the vector sum of the momenta of the two charged tracks and the line

joining the IP to the secondary vertex was required to be less than both 60 mrad and

k � (2 + 20=pT + 5=p2T ) mrad. Here, pT is the component of the vector sum momentum

transverse to the beam in units of GeV/c and k=1.75 for �0=��0 candidates and 2.5

for K0
s candidates. For �0=��0 candidates, a minimum vector-sum momentum of 500

MeV/c was required.

Note that it is possible at this stage for one V 0 to be considered a candidate for

both the K0
s and �0=��0 hypotheses. Kinematic regions exist where the two hypotheses

cannot be distinguished without particle identi�cation. In addition there is background

from other processes that occur away from the IP, most notably -conversions into e+e�

pairs. Depending upon the type of analysis, such \kinematic-overlaps" may introduce

important biases. In this analysis, the kinematic-overlap region was removed only

when it distorted the relevant invariant mass distribution. For the K0
s analysis, the

�0=��0 background causes an asymmetric bump in the ��-invariant mass distribution,

which complicated the subsequent �tting procedure. A cut on the �+ helicity angle ���,

de�ned as the angle between the �+ momentum vector in the K0
s rest frame and the

K0
s ight direction, of jcos ��j � 0:8 was used to remove the �0 and ��0 contamination,

as well as that from -conversions.

For the �0=��0 analysis, the shape of the K0
s background depends on momentum.

Above a V 0 momentum of a few GeV/c, the K0
s ! �+�� background is essentially

uniform in the peak region of the p� invariant-mass distribution and no cuts were

made to remove the K0
s overlap. At su�ciently low momentum, the K0

s background
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becomes asymmetric under the �0=��0 peak due to detector acceptance; the softer �

fails to be reconstructed and thus the K0
s is not found. Therefore, �0=��0 candidates

with total momentum below 1.8 GeV=c were required to have m�� more than 3�

away from the K0
s mass, where � is the measured resolution on m��, parameterized

as ���(p) = 4:6� :27p + :21p2 � :01p3 MeV/c2. In order to remove  conversions, the

proton helicity angle was required to satisfy cos ��p � �0:95.
The V 0 candidates were binned in scaled momentum, xp, and the resulting invariant

mass distributions were then �tted. The nominal shape used for the signal mass peak

was a sum of two Gaussians of common center, whose relative fractions and nominal

widths were �xed from the MC simulation. The normalization, common center, and

a resolution scale-factor were free parameters of the �t. In most cases, a single Gaus-

sian did not give an adequate description of the signal peak, since the mass resolution

is momentum-dependent and varies substantially over the width of a typical scaled

momentum bin. In some cases a sum of three Gaussians was needed. The nominal

background shape used for the K0
s �ts was a quadratic; for the �0 �ts a more compli-

cated function was required due to the proximity of the kinematic edge to the signal

peak. The function, Pbkg(m) = a+ b(m�m0)+ c(1� ed((m�m0)�0:038)) was found to be

adequate in MC studies. In each bin, the mp� and m�� distributions were �tted using

the sum of the signal and background shapes. Sample �ts for various momentum bins

are shown in �g. 4.

The E�ciencies for reconstructing true K0
s and �

0=��0 decays were calculated, using

the simulation, by repeating the full selection and analysis on the simulated sample

and dividing by the number of generated K0
s or �0=��0. Several checks were performed

to verify the MC simulation, and thus the V 0 reconstruction e�ciency. In particular,

the lifetimes of the K0
s and �0 were measured by binning the data in proper time

rather than scaled momentum, yielding values consistent with the respective world

averages. Two important discrepancies were found. There was a 2.7% excess in the

average number of reconstructed tracks per event in the simulation with respect to

the data both before and after the track quality cuts were applied. Since the MC was

tuned using the world-average measured charged multiplicity in hadronic Z0 decays,

we ascribe the di�erence to mismodelling of the overall track reconstruction e�ciency.

There was also a di�erence in the distribution of radial distances of reconstructed V 0

vertices from the beam between the data and the MC, the data showing a larger dip

near a radius of 2 cm, just inside the inner layer of the vertex detector. We ascribe

this to mismodelling of the linking of VXD hits to measured tracks from V 0 decays in

this region. To correct for these two problems, tracks were removed randomly from the

simulated events, as were V 0 candidates decaying in the appropriate radial range.

After these corrections were applied, the simulated reconstruction e�ciencies were

parametrized as functions of momentum, and are shown in �g. 5. These curves show

three main features: 1) the reconstruction e�ciency is limited by the detector accep-

tance of �0.67 and the charged decay branching fractions of 0.64 for �0=��0 and 0.68 for

K0
s ; 2) the e�ciency at high momentum decreases due to �nite detector size and two-
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tion e�ciency; this is due to the invariant-mass cut to remove low momentum K0
s

background.

track detector resolution; 3) the e�ciency at low-momentum is limited by minimum

pT and ight distance requirements. The discontinuity in the �0=��0 reconstruction

e�ciency is due to the imposed K0
s mass cut for low-xp candidates.

The inclusive cross section 1=�tot d�=dxp was then calculated from the number of

particles observed in each scaled- momentum bin:

1

�tot

d�

dxp
=

1

R(xp)
1

�xp

Nobs(xp)

N events
recon

(1)

where �tot is the total hadronic cross-section, Nobs is the integrated area under the

�tted mass peak, and �xp is the bin width. As is conventional, the K0 cross section

was obtained by multiplying the measured K0
s cross section by a factor of 2 to account

for the undetected K0
L component. The resulting di�erential cross sections, including

point-to-point systematic errors, discussed below, are shown in �g. 9.

Four categories of systematic uncertainty were investigated for the K0
s and �0=��0,

analysis. An important contribution to the overall V 0 spectrum is the track recon-

struction e�ciency of the detector. As noted above the e�ciency has been tuned using

the world average measured charged multiplicity in hadronic Z0 decays. We take a

reasonable error of �1:7% [20] on the world average multiplicity as the uncertainty

on our reconstruction e�ciency, which corresponds to a normalization error on the K0
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and �0=��0 production rates of 3.4%. This uncertainty is independent of momentum

and is not shown in any of the �gures. A conservative 50% variation on the fraction of

V 0 removed from the simulated events was used to estimate a systematic uncertainty

due to remaining detector e�ects.

Each of the cuts used to select V 0 candidates was varied independently and the

analysis repeated. For each bin the rms of this set of measurements was calculated

and assigned as the systematic uncertainty due to modelling of the acceptance.

For both the K0 and the �0=��0 candidates, the signal and background shapes

used in the �ts were varied. Single and multiple independent Gaussians, without

common centers or �xed widths, were used for the signal. Alternative background

shapes included constants and polynomials of di�ering orders. In each case the �ts

were repeated on both data and simulated invariant mass distributions and the rms

was assigned as a systematic uncertainty.

The MC statistical error for each bin in the reconstruction e�ciency computation

was also assigned as a systematic error.

6 Neutral K�0
and � Production

In this section we present the production measurements [21] for the neutral strange

mesons � and K�0. We reconstruct the charged decay modes � ! K+K� and

K�0= �K�0 ! K���. Additional track selection cuts were applied in order to ensure

good invariant mass resolution: at least 40 hits measured in the CDC; a track �t

quality of �2/dof< 7; and a polar angle satisfying jcos �j < 0:8.

Pairs of oppositely charged tracks satisfying these requirements were then com-

bined to form neutral candidates if a �2 �t of the two tracks to a common vertex was

successful. The background from long-lived species was rejected based upon the ight

distance and vertex quality of the pair, and the accuracy by which the vector sum

points back to the IP. The background from -conversions was rejected by assigning

the electron mass to both tracks and requiring mee to be greater than 70 MeV/c2.

To reject the high combinatoric background from �+�� pairs we used the CRID

to identify charged kaon candidate tracks. Only liquid (gas) information was used

for tracks with p < 2:5 (> 3:5) GeV/c, and liquid and gas information was combined

for the remaining tracks. For this analysis a track was considered \identi�able" if

it extrapolated through an active region of the appropriate CRID radiator(s); it was

considered identi�ed as a kaon if the log-likelihood di�erence between the kaon and

pion hypotheses LK�L� > 3. These cuts are considerably looser than those in section

4, in order to maximize the acceptance for the neutral vector mesons. E�ciencies for

identifying selected tracks as kaons by this de�nition were calibrated using data in a

manner similar to that described in section 4. The K ! K e�ciency was found to

have a momentum dependence very similar to the � ! � e�ciency shown in the upper

left plot of �g. 2, with about 12% lower amplitude. There is no dip in the 3{10 GeV/c
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region since no cut is made against protons. The �! K misidenti�cation rate averages

10% and is roughly independent of momentum, however the exact value is unimportant

for this analysis. The p! K misidenti�cation rate is substantial, especially in the 3{10

GeV/c region, but protons constitute only a small part of the combinatoric background

and again the exact value is unimportant.

A track pair was accepted as a �! K+K� candidate if both tracks were identi�ed

as kaons. A pair was accepted as a K�0 ! K+�� candidate if one track was identi�ed

as a kaon and the other was not. The two samples are thus exclusive.

The � candidates were binned in scaled momentum xp, and the resulting KK-

invariant mass distributions were �tted in a manner similar to that described above

for the V 0 candidates. The nominal signal shape was a sum of Gaussians of common

center; the area and a resolution scale-factor were free parameters, and the center was

�xed at the PDG value [22]. The background shape was parametrized as a threshold

term multiplied by a slowly decreasing exponential:

Pbkg(x) = Nxec1x+c2x
2+c3x

3+c4x
4+c5x

5

(2)

where x = m � 2mK, N is an overall normalisation factor, and  and c1:::5 are free

parameters. The background parameters were �rst determined from �ts to the mKK

distributions of simulated true combinatorial background, as well as same-sign track

pairs in the data, which were found to agree with each other and to describe the shape

of the data distribution away from the signal peak. The parameters were then allowed

to oat within 20% of these values in the �t. The measured mKK distributions for the

six xp bins are shown in �g. 6, along with the results of the �ts.

The case of the K�0 is considerably more complicated due to the natural width of

the K�0 and the presence of many reections of resonances decaying into �+��(�0).

The K�0 signal was parametrised using a relativistic Breit-Wigner with the amplitude

free and the center and width �xed to PDG values [22]. The background was divided

into combinatoric and resonant pieces. The combinatorial piece was described by

a parametrisation similar to that of the � but with seven polynomial parameters.

Parameters derived from �ts to simulated combinatoric background and a same-sign

data test sample were found not to agree with each other or with the opposite-sign

data away from the peak, and a search over a space of initial values was required in

order to �nd the best �t.

Knowledge of the resonant contributions to the background is essential, since the

K�0 is a wide state and non-monotonic background variation within its width can lead

to systematic errors in the measured rate. We considered four classes of reections:

� �0 ! �+��, K0
s ! �+��, and !0; �; �0 ! N�, where one of the charged pions

is misidenti�ed as a K�. These backgrounds are large, even after reduction by a

factor of about 5 by the particle identi�cation. They are particularly important

since the combination of � and ! decays gives rise to a dip in the total background

near the center of the signal peak, and there is some uncertainty as to the shape

of the � resonance in Z0 decays.
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�  conversions where one electron is misidenti�ed as a kaon. The other track is not

actually misidenti�ed, as no attempt is made to separate electrons from pions.

These are removed e�ectively by the cut against  conversions noted above.

� � ! K+K�, where one track is misidenti�ed as a pion. This background is

reduced substantially by the requirement that only one of the tracks in the pair

is identi�ed as a kaon.

� � ! p�, where the proton is misidenti�ed as a kaon. These are removed ef-

fectively by the cut against long-lived V 0 noted above. This and the last two

categories give rise to a more pronounced shoulder in the background just below

the signal peak, so their removal is quite useful in obtaining a robust �t.

The shape of the mK� distribution for each reection was determined from the

simulation, in which their production rates were set to world average values [22]. A

scale factor for each category was included as a free parameter in the �t to account for

possible mismodelling of the misidenti�cation rates. Their �tted values were consistent

with unity. Figure 7 shows the mK� distribution for each scaled momentum bin, along

with the results of the �ts.

As for the K0
s and �0=��0 analysis, the � and K�0= �K�0 reconstruction e�ciencies

were determined using the simulation. Corrections to the simulation were made for the

tracking e�ciency (see above) as well as for the e�ciencies for tracks to be selected as

identi�able and to be (mis)identi�ed as kaons. The latter quantities were measured in

the data and led to corrections of up to 6%. These e�ciencies are shown in �g. 8

Systematic uncertainties for this analysis were grouped into e�ciency and �t-related

categories. The dominant contributions to the e�ciency category were the uncertainty

in the track-�nding e�ciency (see above) and the uncertainties in particle identi�cation

e�ciencies, for which the statistical errors on the data calibrations were used. The total

uncertainties on the reconstruction e�ciencies varied between 4{6% for the K�0 and

6{11% for the �, depending on momentum

In the case of the �, �tting systematics were evaluated by varying the signal shape

as in the V 0 analysis. In addition, �ts were repeated with the center shifted by �1�
from the PDG value. The e�ect of background uctuations was evaluated by taking

the largest variation in the result over a set of �ts done with the background shape

parameters ci �xed to all combinations of their �tted values �1�. The total �tting

uncertainties were 2{8%.

In the case of the K�0, we considered the same variations, as well as variation of the

signal width by �1� from the PDG value and several variations of the resonant back-

ground. The misidenti�cation scale factors were varied by �50% for the �� category

and �15% for the others in all 8 combinations, and the largest variation taken as a

systematic error. The production rate of each resonance was varied by the error on the

PDG value. The sizes of the � and ! contributions were varied in all four combinations

of �30% and �10%, respectively, and the largest variation was taken as a systematic
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(dashed line). The charged decay branching ratios are included in the e�ciency.

error. The shape of the � contribution was changed by applying a scale factor linear

in mK� that was unity at the � peak and increased or decreased the contribution by

30% one half-width below the peak. The total �tting uncertainties are 2{6%.

7 Results for the Inclusive Event Sample

Figure 9 shows our measured di�erential cross sections per hadronic event of the seven

hadron species as a function of scaled momentum xp. At low xp pions are seen to

dominate the particles produced in hadronic Z0 decays. At xp � 0:03, pseudoscalar

kaons are produced at a rate about ten times lower, vector kaons are suppressed by a

factor of�40, and the doubly strange vector � by a factor of�500. The most commonly
produced baryons, protons, are suppressed by a factor of �25, and the strange baryon

�0 by a factor of �75.
At high xp, the pion and kaon production rates appear to be converging, as do

the proton and lambda rates. This convergence could indicate reduced strangeness

suppression at high momentum, or that production is becoming dominated by leading

particles, such that kaons from s�s events are as common as pions from u�u and d �d

events.

Ratios of di�erential cross sections for various pairs of particles are shown in �g. 10.

In the cases where the binning was di�erent these ratios were obtained by �tting a curve

to the denominator over a region around the xp value in question. The various strange-
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�
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systematic added in quadrature. Overall normalization uncertainties of 1.7% (3.4%)
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meson:pion ratios are well described by power laws over the measured xp range that

steepen with increasing strange meson mass. The corresponding strange:nonstrange

baryon ratio does not follow such a simple power law. The K0:K� ratio is below unity

over much of the range, indicating the presence of resonances that decay preferentially

into charged kaons. Our measured � rate accounts for only about 10% of this di�erence.

The K�0:K0, �:K�0, and �0:K ratios are roughly constant over the measured xp range,

and the p:�� ratio is constant for xp > 0:2.

In �gs. 11 and 12 we compare our measured charged hadron fractions and neutral

di�erential cross sections, respectively, with the predictions of the JETSET 7.4 [17] and

HERWIG 5.7 [23] fragmentation models, using default parameters. The momentum

dependence of all seven particle types is reproduced qualitatively by both models. The

JETSET model proton and pion fractions are too high by 0.01{0.03 at large xp, and the

kaon fraction is too high at small xp. The HERWIG model has a high pion fraction at

intermediate xp, and a prominent peak in the proton fraction at large xp, compensated

by a low kaon fraction, that is inconsistent with the data.

In the case of K0, both models describe the data well at large xp, but JETSET

(HERWIG) overestimates the rate at small xp by as much as 35 (50)%. In the case

of �0, JETSET again describes the data well at large xp, but falls 35% low at small

xp. HERWIG describes the data well at small xp, but is high at large xp in a manner

similar to that for the protons. In the case of K�0 (�), the JETSET prediction is high

by a factor of roughly 1.5 (2.0) across the entire xp range.

The JETSET predictions are also shown on �g. 10, showing a good qualitative

description of the xp dependence of all measured ratios, and most of the normalization

di�erences correspond to the features noted above. JETSET does predict a di�erence

between charged and neutral kaon production, but it is smaller than that measured.

Our data and conclusions about the predictions of fragmentation models are consistent

with previous measurements from the LEP experiments [14, 15, 16, 24, 25, 26].

8 Flavor-Dependent Analysis

The analysis was repeated separately on the high-purity light- and b-quark event sam-

ples described in section 2, and on the remaining sample of events satisfying neither tag

requirement, which we denote c-tag. In each momentum bin the measured di�erential

cross sections rmeas
j of each hadron species for these three samples, j =light-tag, c-tag,

b-tag, were unfolded by inverting the relations:

rmeas
j =

�ibij�ijRir
true
i

�i�ijRi

(3)

to yield true di�erential cross sections rtruei in events of the three avor types, i =1, 2,

3, corresponding to Z0 ! u�u; d �d; s�s, Z0 ! c�c and Z0 ! b�b. Here, Ri is the fraction of

hadronic Z0 decays of avor type i, taken from [22], �ij is the event tagging e�ciency
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E�ciency for Z0 ! Purity of Z0 !
u�u; d �d; s�s c�c b�b u�u; d �d; s�s c�c b�b

light-tag 0.845 0.438 0.075 0.849 0.124 0.027

c-tag 0.153 0.478 0.331 0.378 0.333 0.290

b-tag 0.002 0.084 0.594 0.009 0.100 0.891

Table 1: Tagging e�ciencies for simulated events in the three avor categories to be
tagged as light, c or b. The three rightmost columns indicate the composition of each
simulated tagged sample assuming SM relative avor production.

matrix, estimated from the simulation and listed in table 1, and bij represents the

momentum-dependent bias of tag j toward selecting events of avor i that contain

hadrons of the type in question. The diagonal bias values [13, 19, 21] are within a few

percent of unity for the charged hadrons, � and K�0, reecting a small multiplicity

dependence of the avor tags, and as much as 10% away from unity for the V 0, since

some tracks from V 0 decays are included in the tagging track sample and have large

impact parameter. The o�-diagonal bias values are larger, but these have little e�ect

on the unfolded results.

In �g. 13 we show di�erential cross sections for the seven hadron species in the light

avor sample. Qualitatively there is little di�erence between these and those for the

inclusive sample (�g. 9) except for a slower fallo� at high momentum. However, these

di�erential cross sections are more relevant for comparison with QCD predictions based

on the assumption of massless primary quark production, as well as for determining

parameters in fragmentation models.

Comparison of each individual di�erential cross section with the two fragmentation

models is shown in �g. 14, and the production ratios discussed in the previous section

are shown in �g. 15. The same general features are seen as in �gs 10{12, indicating that

the presence of heavy avors does not a�ect the qualitative features of the data, and

that the de�ciencies in the two fragmentation models are in the actual fragmentation

simulation rather than in the modelling of heavy hadron production and decay. In

particular, as in the inclusive avor sample, the K0:K� ratio is signi�cantly below

unity over the range 0:02 < xp < 0:07, indicating a cause in addition to decays of D-

and B-hadrons.

In �g. 16 we show the ratios of production in b-avor to light-avor events for the

seven species. The systematic errors on the particle identi�cation largely cancel in

these ratios, and the resulting errors are predominantly statistical. There is greater

production of charged pions in b-avor events at low momentum, with an approximately

constant ratio for 0:02 < xp < 0:07. The production of both charged and neutral kaons

is approximately equal in the two samples at xp = 0:02, but the relative production in b-

avor events then increases with xp, peaking at xp � 0:07. The errors on the K�0 and �
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JETSET fragmentation model. In the cases of K:� and �:K the JETSET predictions

for charged and neutral kaons have been averaged.
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ratios are large, but they are qualitatively similar to the kaon ratios, with an indication

that the peak may be at a larger xp value. There is approximately equal production of

baryons in b-avor and light-avor events below xp = 0:15. For xp > 0:1, production

of all particle types falls faster with increasing momentum in b-avor events. These

features are consistent with expectations based on the known properties of Z0 ! b�b

events, namely that a large fraction of the event energy is carried by the leading B-

and �B-hadrons, which decay into a large number of lighter particles. Also shown in

�g. 16 are the predictions of two fragmentation models, both of which reproduce these

features qualitatively, although HERWIG overestimates the pion and kaon ratios by a

large factor at low xp.

In �g. 17 we show the corresponding ratios of production in c-avor to light-avor

events for the seven species. The statistical errors are larger than for the b:light com-

parison and in some cases bins have been combined for clarity. Features qualitatively

similar to those in the b:light comparison are observed. There is higher kaon produc-

tion in c-avor events than in light-avor events at xp � 0:1, reecting the tendency of

c-jets to produce a fairly hard charmed hadron whose decay products include a kaon

carrying a large fraction of its momentum. There are fewer additional charged pions

produced in D decays than in B decays, so that pion production is only slightly higher

in c-avor events at very small xp. The pion c:light ratio starts to cut o� at a larger

value, xp � 0:3, than the corresponding b:light ratio, attributable to the lower average

decay multiplicity and softer fragmentation function of D hadrons, and the kaon ratios

are consistent with this cuto� point. The c:light ratios for vector particles and baryons

are not precise enough to make any clear statements, but are consistent with unity at

low xp and with the same cuto� point as the pions. Also shown in �g. 17 are the

predictions of the two fragmentation models, both of which are consistent with the

qualitative features of the data, although HERWIG overestimates the pion ratio at

small xp, as it did in the b:light case.

9 Comparison with MLLA QCD+LPHD Predic-

tions

Calculations using the modi�ed leading logarithm approximation (MLLA) predict that

the distribution of the variable � = ln(1=xp) for partons in a parton shower evolved

down to a virtuality scale Q0 should have a shape that is well approximated by a

Gaussian distribution within �1 unit of the peak, and approximated by a slightly

distorted Gaussian over a wider range. The ansatz of LPHD requires that the spectrum

of directly produced hadrons have this same form, and that the position of the peak

of the distribution for a given hadron species depend on the hadron mass and the c.m.

energy.

We consider �rst the inclusive avor event sample. As an example, �g. 18 shows
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Figure 16: Ratios of production rates in b-avor events to those in light-avor events,

along with the predictions of two fragmentation models. In the lower left plot, the

dashed (dotted) line represents the JETSET prediction for K�0 (�). In the right-hand

plots, the predictions of a given model for the two particle types are very similar and

have been averaged.
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of a given model for the two particle types are very similar and have been averaged.
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our measured di�erential cross section as a function of � for the sharged kaons. Also

shown are results of �ts to a simple Gaussian (G), and a Gaussian including skewness

and kurtosis terms (G++). In each case we maximized the range over which a good

�t could be obtained, indicated by the dashed and solid curves, respectively, in �g.

18. The dotted and dot-dashed curves indicate the continuations of these functions.

The G �t provides a good description of our data over a range of � �1.3 units of �

around the peak position. The G++ function is able to describe the data over the full

measured range, however the distortion terms are quite large. We conclude that the

Gaussian prediction is consistent with our data in the peak region, but that our data

are not su�ciently precise to make a meaningful test of the the additional terms in

the G++ function. We note that this 5-parameter function is able to describe a wide

range of distributions with similar shapes.

Similar results were obtained for the other particle types. Their �-distributions are

shown in �g. 19 along with G �ts. In each case the range over which an acceptable �t

could be obtained was maximized and is indicated by the solid lines.

The peak position �� for each particle type was taken to be the mean value of the

�tted Gaussian. Systematic errors were evaluated by varying the �t range and applying

correlated experimental systematic errors. The peak positions are shown as a function

of hadron mass in �g. 20, along with similar measurements from experiments at LEP.

The pions peak at a higher � value than the other particles, but otherwise there is

no smooth mass-dependence, unless one hypothesizes that mesons and baryons lie on

di�erent trajectories in the ��-mass plane.

A possible explanation for this absence of mass dependence is the fact that we have

not measured primary fragmentation particles, rather a sample that includes decay

products of an unknown mix of resonances as well as of heavy hadrons. This mix may

a�ect peak positions di�erently for di�erent particles types, although one might expect

the largest e�ect to be for pions.

Therefore it is interesting to apply this test to our event samples of di�erent primary

avors. In particular, we might expect to see a avor dependence of the peak position,

and possibly non-Gaussian shapes for heavy avor events. Our measured � distributions

for the light-, c- and b-avor events are shown in �g 21. There are clear di�erences

between the di�erent avors, corresponding to those noted in the previous section, for

example the distributions for pions and kaons in heavy-avor events are narrower and

higher than those in light-avor events. However the peak positions are comparable.

The simple Gaussian again provides an acceptable description of the distribution for

all particles and avors within �1 unit of the peak (not shown).

10 Leading Particle E�ects

We extended [27] these studies to look for di�erences between particle and antiparticle

production in quark (rather than antiquark) jets, in order to address the question of
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whether e.g. a primary u-initiated jet contains more particles that contain a valence

u-quark (e.g. �+, K+, K�0, p, �0) than particles that do not (e.g. ��, K�, �K�0, �p,
��0). To this end we used the light quark- and antiquark-tagged hemispheres described

in section 2.

We measured the production rates per light quark jet

R
q
h =

1

2Nevts

d

dxp

h
N(q ! h) +N(�q ! �h)

i
; (4)

R
q
�h

=
1

2Nevts

d

dxp

h
N(q ! �h) +N(�q ! h)

i
; (5)

where: q and �q represent light-avor quark and antiquark jets respectively; Nevts is the

total number of events in the sample; h represents any of the identi�ed hadrons ��,

K�, K
�0
, p, and �, and �h indicates the corresponding antiparticle. Then, for example,

N(q! h) is the number of hadrons of type h in light quark jets.

The charged hadron fractions analysis was repeated separately on the positively

and negatively charged tracks in each of the quark- and antiquark-tagged samples.

Results for the positively charged tracks in the quark-tagged sample and the negatively-

charged tracks in the antiquark-tagged sample were consistent, so these two samples

were combined and labelled as positively charged hadrons from light quark jets, yielding

measured values of Rq

�+
, Rq

K+ , and Rq
p in the tagged samples. The same procedure

applied to the remaining tracks yielded R
q

�� , R
q

K�
, and R

q
�p. The neutral K

�0 and �0

analyses were applied similarly to the quark- and antiquark-tagged samples to yield

R
q

K
�0 , R

q

K�0 , R
q
� and R

q
��
.

It is essential to understand the contributions to these rates from heavy-avor

events, which are typically large in the momentum range we cover and show substan-

tial di�erences between hadron and antihadron due to decay products of the heavy

hadrons. This motivated our use of light-tagged events, and the residual heavy avor

contributions were estimated from the simulation to be typically 15% of the observed

hadrons. This estimate was applied as a correction, yielding di�erential cross sections

per light-quark-tagged jet. The e�ect of this correction on the results was negligible

compared with the statistical errors.

For each hadron type, di�erential cross sections in light quark jets were then ex-

tracted by correcting for the light-tag bias and unfolding for the e�ective quark (vs.

antiquark) purity. The purity was estimated from the simulation to be 0.76 for the

�0=��0 and 0.72 for the charged hadrons and K�0, the latter value reecting the cuto�

in acceptance of the barrel CRID at j cos �j = 0:68.

The measured di�erential cross sections per light quark jet are shown in �g 22.

The systematic errors common to hadron and antihadron are not included, and the

errors shown are predominantly statistical. Systematic uncertainties in the heavy-avor

background correction and the e�ective quark purity were considered and found to be

smaller than the statistical errors.
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In all cases the hadron and antihadron di�erential cross sections are consistent

at low xp. For charged pions they are also consistent at high xp, but for the other

particles there are signi�cant di�erences that appear to increase with increasing xp.

It is convenient to show these data in the form of the di�erence between hadron and

antihadron di�erential cross sections normalized by the sum:

Dh =
Rq

h �Rq

h

R
q
h +R

q

h

; (6)

The common systematic errors cancel explicitly in this variable. Results are shown

in �g 23. A value of zero corresponds to equal production of hadron and antihadron,

and the data are consistent with zero at low xp. A value of +1 ({1) corresponds to

complete dominance of (anti)hadrons h.

The baryon results are most straightforward to interpret. Since baryons contain

valence quarks and not antiquarks, the excess of baryons over antibaryons in light

quarks jets provides clear evidence for the production of leading protons at high scaled

momentum. The data suggest that the e�ect increases with xp.

The interpretation for the mesons is more complicated, since they contain one

valence quark along with one antiquark. All down-type quarks are produced equally

and with the same SM forward-backward asymmetry in Z0 decays, so that if a leading

neutral particle such as K�0 (d�s) were produced equally in d and �s jets then our

measured D
K
�0 would be zero. For xp > 0:2, we observe D

K
�0 > 0, indicating both

substantial production of leading K�0=K
�0
mesons at high momentum, and a depletion

of leading kaon production in u�u and d �d events relative to s�s events.

In the case of charged mesons such as �� (d�u), the di�erent production rates and

forward-backward asymmetries of up- and down-type quarks cause a dilution of leading

particle e�ects. At the Z0, equal leading pion production in u- and d-jets would lead

to a dilution factor of 0.27. For purposes of illustration, we have �tted a line to our Dp

and D� points for xp > 0:2 (dashed line in �gs 23a and 23b), scaled it by the factor

0.27, and drawn it as the solid line on �gs 23c and 23d.

Our measured D�� are consistent with zero at all xp, and signi�cantly below this

line at high xp. This does not rule out leading primary pion production, but indicates

nonleading production of pions must be relatively large. This could be due to a very

soft leading pion momentum distribution and/or a large \background" contribution

from decays of �0, K�, etc. Our measured DK� are above the line for xp > 0:2. As

in the case of D
K
�0, this indicates both production of leading charged kaons at high

momentum, and a depletion of leading kaon production in u�u and d �d events relative

to s�s events.

Assuming these high-momentum kaons to be directly produced in the fragmentation

process, this amounts to a direct observation of a suppression of s�s production from

the vacuum with respect to u�u or d �d production. In the case of K�0 mesons it has

been suggested [3] that this e�ect can be used to measure the \strangeness suppression

parameter" s, that is an important component of models of hadronization, see e.g.
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Ref. [17]. Assuming all K�0 and K
�0
in the range xp > 0:5 to be leading, we calculate

s = 0:26�0:12, consistent with values [28] derived from inclusive measurements of the

relative production rates of strange and non-strange, pseudoscalar and vector mesons.

11 Summary and Conclusions

Using the SLD Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector we have made preliminary measure-

ments of charged pion, kaon and proton, as well as neutral K�0 and � production over

most of the momentum range in hadronic Z0 decays. The production of K0 and �0=��0

was also studied. We �nd the predictions of the JETSET and HERWIG fragmentation

models to be in qualitative agreement with our data. We �nd the predictions of MLLA

QCD+LPHD to be consistent with our data near the maximum in the � distribution,

but do not observe a smooth mass-dependence of the peak position. These results are

in agreement with those from previous experiments.

By isolating high-purity light- and b-avor samples, we have measured hadron pro-

duction in light-avor events, as well as in c- and b-avor events. We �nd substantial

di�erences in particle production between light- and heavy-avor events, with the lat-

ter producing more mesons overall, but far fewer at high momentum. These qualitative

features are expected given the hard fragmentation and high average decay multiplicity

of heavy hadrons. The shapes of the � distributions also di�er substantially between

light- and heavy-avor events, the latter having distributions that are higher and nar-

rower. However the peak positions for the di�erent avors are quite similar, indicating

that the presence of heavy avors does not alter the mass-dependence of the peak

position substantially.

The light-avor sample is more suitable for testing predictions of QCD that as-

sume massless quarks, as well as for testing fragmentation models. We �nd di�erences

between fragmentation model predictions and our data similar to those found in the

inclusive sample, indicating that the de�ciencies lie in the simulation of fragmentation

rather than in that of heavy hadron production and decay. In particular we �nd a sig-

ni�cant di�erence between charged and neutral kaon production in light-avor events,

that is larger than that predicted by the fragmentation models and larger than can be

explained by production and decay of � mesons.

By isolating high-purity light-quark and light-antiquark samples, we have made

the �rst comparison of hadron and antihadron production in light-quark jets in e+e�

annihilation. We observed an excess of � over ��, and an excess of p over �p. These

di�erences increase with momentum, and provide direct evidence for the \leading par-

ticle" hypothesis that high momentum baryons are more likely to contain the primary

quark. No such di�erence was observed between �� and �+ production. For kaons, we

observed a signi�cant excess of high momentum K� over K+, and K
�0
over K�0, indi-

cating that a high momentum kaon is likely to contain a primary quark or antiquark

from the Z0 decay, and that leading kaons are produced predominantly in s�s events
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rather than d �d or u�u events. In the case of K�0 these data provide a new direct mea-

surement of the strangeness supression parameter in jet fragmentation at high scaled

momentum, s = 0:26 � 0:12.
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